
The German-Turkish - Recruitment Agreement  

The 50th anniversary of the German-Turkish commitment to hire Turkish workers for German enterprises 
was on October, 30th 2011. But Berlin already had a closer relationship to Turkish people before in past. 

A German-Turkish relationship has already existed in the 17th /18th century. 
During the reign of Friedrich the II in 1761 the first Prussia-Turkey relationship 
was established. The first Islamic community in Germany was founded in Berlin. 
In 1912, 1250 Turkish people lived in Berlin. (picture: BZ_türkische arbeiter at aeg 1917) 

Germany experienced a big economic boom in the beginning of the 1960s but it 
didn’t have enough workers/ employees and even already hired workers from Italy and Spain weren’t 

enough. Because of that, a commitment between Germany and Turkey was founded 
so Germany could then hire Turkish citizens. Workers from Turkey were willing to 
come to us, because they couldn’t find any work but they needed the money for their 
family back home.  

Germany didn’t see itself as a country of immigration so it didn’t try to integrate the 
workers. There was also no offer for them to learn German either, because Germany 
thought that the labour migrants would go back to their home country after two years. 
Guest workers have been useful to stimulate the economy but they were not really 
welcome.  Because of the very cheap flats the Turkish workers mainly moved to the 
district Kreuzberg (Berlin). They usually did the work which the Germans didn’t want     
to do anymore.   (picture:Sehitlik-Moschee_in_Berlin,_2012_wikimedia) 

After a while the guest workers’ families followed to Germany or they founded new 
ones. Today 2.5 mio. Turkish citizens live in Germany, 180.000 of them live in Berlin, 
which makes our city to the biggest Turkish community outside of Turkey. Because of 
the big amount of Turkish immigrants who live in their own living areas of Kreuzberg 
und Neukölln there has developed a “parallel community”. Turkish Immigrants live 
there without speaking any German language. There are Turkish grocery stores, 
banks, dentists, pharmacies and more. 

 

A place which is closely connected to the group of Turkish foreign workers is Kadir Nurmans snack bar at 
the famous “Kurfürstendamm”.  1972 one of the most famous Berlin food was born there - called “Döner 
Kebab”. Kadir Nurman came to Germany as a Turkish “guest” worker, and he also stayed here. The 
Germans just love his bread filled with meat and vegetables. 

What does that mean for us young people in Germany? Because of the demographic change, it is very 
important that we still need immigrants – like 50 years ago. (In 2010 we had 80.000 Turkish businesses.) 

The Turkish people made our community even more culturaly special. They brought 
us their food, we can find a “Döner Imbiss” at every corner and in the stores you 
can pick your own vegetables and fruits. The World Football Championship in 2010 
showed how close our nations are: In the German team played Memet Özil who’s 
grandparents and his father (as a child) had come from Turkey to Germany. And we 
all celebrated the successes of the German team together.  

(picture: www.deutschlandfunk.de) 


